Associations between bottle-feeding intensity and maternal encouragement of bottle-emptying
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Abstract

Objective: To explore longitudinal associations between bottle-feeding and maternal encouragement of infant bottle-emptying during the first 6 months of infancy.

Design: Mothers completed questionnaires during the third trimester of pregnancy, then monthly during the first 6 months postpartum. Questionnaires assessed family demographics, maternal and infant weight status, infant feeding patterns and maternal encouragement of infant bottle-emptying.

Setting: The Infant Feeding Practices Study 2, conducted by the US Centers for Disease Control and Prevention and the Food and Drug Administration.

Subjects: Mothers (n 1776).

Results: Repeated-measures regression was used to explore associations between bottle-feeding intensity (BFI; defined as the percentage of daily feedings that were from a bottle) and encouragement of bottle-emptying. Mothers who reported consistently high or consistently low BFI also exhibited consistently higher or lower frequency of encouraging their infants to empty the bottle (respectively) across the first 6 months of infancy, whereas mothers who reported increases in their BFI also exhibited concomitant increases in the frequency to which they encouraged their infants to finish the bottle. More frequent encouragement of bottle-emptying was also associated with feeding expressed breast milk (P < 0·001), and lower parity (P = 0·01), pre-pregnancy BMI (P = 0·002) and infant birth weight (P = 0·001).

Conclusions: More frequent use of bottles for infant feeding was significantly associated with more frequent encouragement of bottle-emptying. Further research using causal designs is needed to better understand whether the use of bottles promotes this controlling feeding practice or whether mothers with more controlling feeding practices opt to bottle-feed.

It has been long hypothesized that the experience of breast-feeding influences the development of mothers' feeding practices and styles, leading to more optimal dietary patterns, satiety responsiveness and growth trajectories for infants[1–6]. In particular, it is widely held that the inability of a breast-feeding mother to assess infant consumption may be beneficial, helping the mother learn to trust her infant's developing abilities to self-regulate intake and to feed in response to hunger and satiation cues[4,7–9]. In contrast, it is hypothesized that a bottle-feeding mother's greater ability to assess and control how much the infant consumes may lead her to develop more controlling bottle-feeding practices during milk-feeding (e.g. encouraging the infant to finish the bottle)[10], further leading to the continued use of controlling feeding practices during later solid-food feeding[11].

Prospective and retrospective studies aimed at testing this hypothesis have shown that mothers who breast-feed for longer durations report less restrictive feeding practices at 12[7,8] and 24 months[2], less pressuring feeding practices at 12 months[2] and greater use of monitoring at 12 months of age[2], even after adjusting for relevant covariates such as infant sex and mothers' sociodemographic, economic and anthropometric predictors of breast-feeding continuation[2,8]. Additionally, one study illustrated that mothers who reported greater bottle-feeding intensities (defined as the percentage of daily feedings that were from a bottle) later reported greater use of pressuring feeding practices when their children were 6 years old[11]. Although consistent in their findings, the majority of studies examining this issue have a common limitation: the lack of repeated measures of mothers' feeding practices. Thus, although many studies...
conclude that breast-feeding has positive effects and bottle-feeding has negative effects on mothers’ developing feeding practices and styles, none has actually assessed whether experience with breast- v. bottle-feeding predicts change in controlling feeding practices over time.

This consideration is important in light of a growing body of research illustrating that certain mothers may choose to formula/bottle-feed because they prefer the higher level of control it affords. For example, pregnant mothers who reported more concern for their unborn child’s risk for over- or undereating had significantly shorter breast-feeding durations\(^8\). Additionally, mothers who report greater levels of dietary restraint\(^1^{12}\) and anxiety\(^1^{13}\) are more likely to initiate formula-feeding at birth. Thus, attitudes and beliefs that promote controlling feeding practices may be in place prior to bottle-feeding and drive decisions related to infant feeding. It is important to note, however, that while these studies test an alternative perspective, they also lack longitudinal measures of mothers’ feeding practices and it is unknown whether maternal attitudes and behaviours precede or proceed the development of infant feeding practices.

In sum, the nature of the association between early feeding mode (breast- v. bottle-feeding) and the development of mothers’ feeding practices is unclear, partially because longitudinal analyses are needed to better understand associations between early feeding experiences and mothers’ feeding practices. To this end, the objective of the present study was to analyse longitudinal data on one facet of controlling infant feeding practices – encouragement of bottle-emptying – to explore the degree of stability or change in controlling feeding practices during early infancy, as well as the possible association between bottle-feeding intensity and controlling feeding practices, during the first 6 months of infancy.

**Methods**

**Participants**

Data for the present study came from the Infant Feeding Practices Study 2 (IFPS II), a longitudinal study conducted by the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention and the Food and Drug Administration in the USA. The sample consisted of women who were selected from a national consumer opinion panel; inclusion criteria for participation included healthy women aged 18 years or older with singleton, full-term or near-term infants weighing at least 2.25 kg at birth. A total of 4902 women participated in the IFPS II. Assessment occurred during the third trimester, then at postpartum months 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 9, 10 and 12 (eleven assessments total); the current study focuses on the first 6 months given that this is a time when infants are predominantly milk-fed\(^1^{14}\). Further details regarding the IFPS II design and response rates are published elsewhere\(^1^{15}\).

**Measures**

**Bottle-feeding intensity**

At each postpartum survey, mothers completed an FFQ for their infants in which they were asked how often in the past 7 d they fed their infants breast milk, formula, other types of milk (e.g. soya, almond) or solid foods. Mothers were also asked how often they fed their infants expressed breast milk. Hereafter, the term ‘milk’ includes any type of milk fed to infants, including breast milk and non-human milks such as formula milk, cow’s milk and other milks (soya, almond, etc.). However, note that during the first 6 months, <1% of infants consumed cow’s milk or other milks.

Bottle-feeding intensity (BFI) was calculated as previously described by Li and colleagues\(^1^{11,16}\). Specifically, we first estimated the percentage of total milk feedings that were at the breast (BF%), expressed breast milk (EBM%) or non-human milk (NHM%), including formula, cow’s milk or other milks (BF%+EBM%+NHM%=100%). We then calculated BFI as the proportion of milk feedings given by bottle (EBM%+NHM%).

**Encouragement of bottle-emptying**

At the 2-, 3-, 4-, 5- and 6-month assessments, one facet of controlling feeding practices, maternal encouragement of bottle-emptying, was assessed by two questions that referred to formula and expressed breast milk feedings, respectively: ‘How often is your baby encouraged to finish the bottle if he or she stops drinking before the formula is all gone?’ and ‘How often is your baby encouraged to finish a cup or bottle if he or she stops drinking before the pumped breast milk is all gone?’ Response options were presented on a 5-point Likert scale (1 = never; 2 = rarely; 3 = sometimes; 4 = most of the time; 5 = always). While mothers who were exclusively formula-feeding answered the first question only, mothers who were exclusively breast milk-feeding answered the second question only, and mothers who were feeding a mix of formula and breast milk answered both questions. Responses to these questions were included in the model as a single response (i.e. how often the baby is encouraged to finish a cup or bottle if he or she stops drinking before the pumped breast milk or formula is all gone). The type of milk (expressed breast milk v. formula) was coded and included as a covariate in the model along with additional covariates discussed in the following section.

**Covariates**

Maternal and familial demographic characteristics were assessed in the prenatal survey. Consistent with previous research that has used the IFPS II data set to examine infant outcomes associated with bottle-feeding, the following variables were included as potentially confounding factors\(^1^{11,16,17}\): maternal age, race/ethnicity, maternal education, poverty-income ratio (defined as a ratio of
household income to the poverty threshold by household size), marital status, number of hours per week the infant was cared for by non-maternal caregivers, number of feedings per week that were given by non-maternal caregivers, parity, postpartum participation in the Special Supplemental Nutrition Program for Women, Infants, and Children (WIC) and pre-pregnancy BMI (self-reported by mothers and calculated as weight in kilograms divided by the square of height in metres). We also included several infant characteristics as potentially confounding factors: infant sex, birth weight (reported by mothers), gestational age, age at solid food introduction, number of sweet drinks consumed per day at each assessment (including juice drinks, soft drinks, soda, sweet tea, Kool-Aid, etc.) and daily frequency of solid food consumption at each assessment. Solid foods included dairy foods other than milk (e.g. yoghurt, cheese), soya foods other than soya milk (e.g. tofu), and all other foods such as baby cereal, other cereals and starches (e.g. breakfast cereals), fruits, vegetables, meat, poultry, fish, shellfish, nuts; nut butters, eggs and sweet foods (e.g. cookies, cake). Infants’ age at introduction of solid foods was determined as the age at which mothers first reported infants consumed solid foods in addition to milk. Daily frequency of solid food consumption was determined as the number of feedings per day that included any type of solid food.

Statistical analyses

The final analytical sample size was 1776 after excluding 3126 women and infants with any of the following qualities: (i) missing 100% of data from months 2 to 6; (ii) missing all data for the primary response (mothers’ frequency of encouraging bottle-emptying); (iii) infant gestational age less than 36 weeks; (iv) mother reported a serious illness for herself or her infant at any assessment; (v) mother reported only breast-feeding her infant from the breast across months 2 to 6 (i.e. the infant never received a bottle); or (vi) mother reported her infant spent more than 70 h/week in the care of another person at any assessment.

Data were analysed using the statistical software packages SAS version 9.4 and JMP Pro version 12.1.0. All data were assessed for normality prior to inferential analysis. Mothers’ pre-pregnancy BMI and parity were skewed; thus, a log transformation was performed on these variables to limit the influence of outliers and skewness. The log transformation for parity was implemented after adding 1 to all existing values of parity. Descriptive statistics were calculated for all variables of interest. BFI was analysed as both a continuous variable and categorical variable: high BFI (bottles were used for >80% of feedings), medium BFI (bottles were used for 20–80% of feedings) or low BFI (bottles were used for <20% of feedings) at each assessment\textsuperscript{11,16,17}.

Repeated-measures regression was used to explore associations between BFI and mothers’ frequency of encouraging bottle-emptying across the first 6 months of infancy. The primary predictors of interest, time and BFI were mean-centred in all regression models. Subject was specified as the random effect and encouragement of bottle-emptying scores were specified as the response. Two models were explored: (i) Model 1 = longitudinal associations between BFI and mothers’ frequency of encouraging bottle-emptying, controlling for the type of milk (breast v. formula) in the bottle; and (ii) Model 2 = Model 1 + maternal and infant covariates. Inclusion of maternal and infant characteristics as covariates in Model 2 were determined using the Benjamini–Hochberg procedure (\(\alpha = 0.05\)) to limit the false discovery rate\textsuperscript{18}. Preliminary analysis for Model 2 revealed the best-fit model included the following explanatory variables: time, BFI, the interaction between time and BFI (time \(\times\) BFI), milk type (expressed breast milk v. formula), birth weight, parity and pre-pregnancy BMI. Other maternal and infant characteristics that were tested but not included in Model 2 because they were not significant predictors of encouragement of bottle-emptying scores were: maternal age, race/ethnicity, education, poverty-income ratio, marital status, number of hours per week the infant spent with non-maternal caregivers, number of feedings per week that were given by non-maternal caregivers and postpartum participation in WIC; and infant sex, gestational age, age at solid food introduction, number of sweet drinks consumed per day at each assessment (including juice drinks, soft drinks, soda, sweet tea, Kool-Aid, etc.) and daily frequency of solid food consumption at each assessment. Model requirements were examined and although there was statistically significant evidence for non-normality at the 0.05 significance level (Kolmogorov–Smirnov, \(D = 0.06, P < 0.01\)), the final model was selected because the overall distribution of the residuals was symmetric and bell-shaped, and there was no evidence of heteroscedasticity. Where applicable, results are presented as means and standard deviations. \(P < 0.05\) indicated significant effects.

Results

Sample characteristics

Sample characteristics are presented in Table 1. Fifty per cent of infants were female, and mean gestational age was 39 weeks, mean birth weight was 3.5 kg and mean age at solid food introduction was 5–1 months. Mothers were approximately 29 years of age and reported a pre-pregnancy BMI of 26.6 kg/m\textsuperscript{2}. Twenty-nine per cent of mothers were primiparous and 73% were married. With respect to mothers’ socio-economic status, 40% received federal assistance and 43% reported a family income level less than $US 40,000 per annum. During the prenatal assessment, 58% of mothers reported they intended to exclusively breast-feed their infant, 14% reported they...
intended to exclusively formula-feed their infant, 24% reported they intended to feed their infant a mix of breast milk and formula, and 3% were undecided.

During the month 2 assessment, mean BFI was 55.7 (SD 44.6)% of milk feedings. Mean BFI increased to 65.5 (SD 42.5)% of milk feedings by the month 6 assessment. Additionally, during the month 2 assessment, 48% of mothers reported high BFI (bottles were used for >80% of feedings), 15% of mothers reported medium BFI (bottles were used for 20–80% of feedings) and 38% of mothers reported low BFI (bottles were used for <20% of feedings). During the month 6 assessment, 58% of mothers reported high BFI, 15% of mothers reported medium BFI and 27% of mothers reported low BFI. When examining change in BFI over time, the majority of mothers (81%) could be classified as having either: (i) relative stability in their BFI (e.g. high BFI across all assessments); or (ii) increases in their BFI between months 2 and 6 (e.g. moved from low BFI at month 2 to high BFI at month 6).

Specifically, 40% of mothers were classified as high BFI across all assessments, whereas 22% of mothers were classified as low BFI across all assessments. Additionally, 4% of mothers reported an earlier increase in BFI (e.g. moved from a lower BFI classification at month 2 or 3 to a higher BFI classification at month 6) and 15% of mothers reported a later increase in BFI (e.g. moved from a lower BFI classification at month 4 or 5 to a higher BFI classification at month 6).

**Associations between bottle-feeding intensity and encouragement of bottle-emptying scores across the first 6 months of infancy**

Repeated-measures regression analysis examining associations between BFI and mothers’ frequency of encouraging bottle-emptying revealed that BFI ($P<0.001$), the interaction between time and BFI (time × BFI, $P=0.03$) and milk type ($P<0.001$) were all significant predictors of mothers’ frequency of encouraging bottle-emptying (Table 2, Model 1). Effects of BFI ($P<0.001$) and milk type ($P<0.001$) remained significant in the final, covariate-adjusted model (Table 2, Model 2); birth weight ($P<0.001$), parity ($P=0.01$) and pre-pregnancy BMI ($P<0.001$) were also significant predictors of mothers’ frequency of encouraging bottle-emptying.

Given that the majority (81%) of mothers reported consistently high BFI (40%), consistently low BFI (22%), or increases in BFI that occurred earlier (4%) or later (15%), Fig. 1 illustrates mothers’ frequency of encouraging bottle-emptying for these groups. As illustrated in Fig. 1, mothers with high BFI exhibited consistently high frequency of encouraging bottle-emptying across months 2 to 6. Mothers with earlier increases in BFI exhibited increases in their frequency of encouraging bottle-emptying between months 2 and 3, then exhibited relatively stable frequency of encouraging bottle-emptying between months 3 and 6. Mothers with later increases in BFI exhibited gradual increases in their frequency of encouraging bottle-emptying across months 2 to 6. At the month 6 assessment, frequency of encouraging bottle-emptying was not significantly different for mothers with high BFI, earlier increases in BFI and later increases in BFI, whereas mothers with low BFI reported the lowest frequency of encouraging bottle-emptying compared with all other groups ($P<0.001$).

With respect to maternal and infant predictors included in the fully adjusted model, a number of notable associations between maternal and infant characteristics and mothers’ frequency of encouraging bottle-emptying were seen. Mothers’ frequency of encouraging bottle-emptying was significantly greater when expressed breast milk was in the bottle compared with when formula was in the bottle ($P<0.001$). Greater frequency of encouraging...
bottle-emptying was also associated with lower infant birth weight ($P=0.001$), lower parity ($P=0.011$) and lower pre-pregnancy BMI ($P=0.002$).

**Discussion**

The aim of the present study was to describe longitudinal associations between feeding mode and feeding practices using repeated measures of one facet of controlling infant feeding practices – encouragement of bottle-emptying – during the first 6 months postpartum. Key study findings were that mothers who reported greater intensity of bottle-feeding also reported more frequent encouragement of bottle-emptying, but more frequent encouragement of bottle-emptying was also associated with feeding expressed breast milk and characteristics of both mothers (i.e. lower parity, lower pre-pregnancy BMI) and infants (i.e. lower birth weight).

Mothers who reported consistently high or consistently low intensity of bottle-feeding also exhibited consistently higher or lower frequency of encouraging their infants to empty the bottle (respectively), whereas mothers who reported increases in their intensity of bottle-feeding also exhibited concomitant increases in the frequency with which they encouraged their infants to finish the bottle.

Previous research suggests that mothers’ use of controlling feeding practices may have long-term consequences for children’s eating and weight outcomes by lowering responsiveness to internal hunger and satiation cues, increasing responsiveness to external food cues (e.g. the availability of food, the amount of food on the plate), increasing tendencies to eat in the absence of hunger, and promoting excess weight gain (see Birch and co-workers\(^1\) for a review). Additionally, the importance of understanding early influences on mothers’ use of controlling feeding practices is underlined by a number of studies illustrating that mothers’ tendencies to control the amount their children eat translates from milk- to solid-food feeding and across different feeding modes (i.e. bottle-feeding to self-feeding). For example, Li and colleagues recently found that mothers who frequently encouraged their infants to finish the bottle during the first 6 months postpartum had a higher likelihood of pressuring these same children to finish their plates when they were 6 years old\(^\text{11}\). Similarly, Duke and colleagues reported that one of the strongest predictors of mothers’ tendencies to pressure their 7-year-old daughters to eat was the mothers’ retrospective report of using a ‘pushy’ feeding style when their daughters were infants\(^\text{21}\). It has also been shown that both pressuring and restrictive feeding practices are stable between 1–2 years\(^\text{2}\), 3–4 years\(^\text{22}\) and 5–7 years\(^\text{23}\). Given these findings, an important question for prevention and intervention efforts is: what factors determine mothers’ feeding practices during early infancy and what leads some mothers to be more controlling than others?

In the present study, we explored the long-held hypothesis that mothers’ early experience with bottle-feeding is a key early-life factor that may promote (in the case of bottle-feeding) or hinder (in the case of breast-feeding) the development of controlling feeding practices.
practices. Possibly in support of this hypothesis, we found that mothers’ intensity of bottle-feeding was indeed a significant predictor of their frequency of encouragement of infant bottle-emptying, but the correlational nature of our data precludes our ability to draw causal conclusions. Thus, we present several possible explanations for these findings.

First, it is possible that mothers’ increases in BFI promoted their use of controlling feeding practices. Feeding from a bottle is a fundamentally different experience from feeding from a breast, in part because the mother has more information about the feeding (e.g., the amount of milk left in the bottle) and more ability to exert control over the feed initiation and termination. Indeed, a recent experimental study illustrated that when formula-feeding mothers fed their infants using a bottle with no visual or weight cues related to how much formula was left in the bottle (i.e., an opaque, weighted bottle), these mothers exhibited greater responsiveness to their infants’ cues and tended towards feeding their infants less formula compared with when they fed their infants using a conventional clear bottle, possibly suggesting that the nature of bottle-feeding negatively impacts mothers’ feeding practices. However, it is important to note that the effect of bottle type (opaque, weighted vs. conventional, clear) was moderated by mothers’ level of pressuring feeding style in that using opaque, weighted bottles significantly increased responsiveness and decreased the amount of formula fed for mothers with higher levels of pressuring feeding style, but not for mothers with lower levels of pressuring feeding style. These findings may suggest that bottle-feeding facilitates, rather than promotes, a pressuring feeding style for some mothers, and that other factors beyond the experience of bottle-feeding, per se, also influence mothers’ infant feeding practices and styles. Thus, a second possible explanation is that certain mothers desire more control over infant feeding and these mothers choose to bottle-feed because of the greater level of control it affords. This explanation may be more consistent with our findings given that mothers with consistently higher v. lower intensities of bottle-feeding reported significantly higher v. lower (respectively) frequency of encouragement of bottle-emptying across all assessments. This explanation would also suggest that mothers’ level of, or increase in, intensity of bottle-feeding was not a driver of their level of, or increase in, frequency of infant bottle-emptying; rather, mothers who desired more control over their infants’ intake elected to do more bottle-feeding. Consistent with this possibility, Brown and colleagues found that mothers who initiated breast-feeding and who breast-fed for longer durations reported lower levels of controlling feeding from birth compared with mothers who never initiated breast-feeding or had short breast-feeding durations. Additionally, several studies have illustrated that, among mothers who initiated breast-feeding, those mothers who exhibited greater responsiveness to their infant’s cues during the period immediately after birth were more likely to still be breast-feeding at 6 weeks and through 6 months. Thus, mothers who adhere to a more responsive and infant-led feeding style during early infancy may have more motivation for and success with breast-feeding and less desire to bottle-feed.

However, a related and third possible explanation is that prenatal and neonatal factors drive both mothers’ success with breast-feeding and their tendencies towards controlling feeding practices. Previous research illustrates that mothers who report greater concerns for their unborn child’s over- or undereating go on to have shorter breast-feeding durations in the postpartum period and mothers’ perception of, or concern about, low milk supply (and subsequent poor infant growth) is one of the most prevalent reasons for early breast-feeding cessation. Similarly, infant birth weight is inversely associated with mother’s concern for her child’s weight and monitoring and encouraging milk feedings and mothers are more likely to encourage infant bottle-emptying when their infants exhibit slow weight gain. A number of other factors influencing both breast-feeding success and tendencies towards controlling feeding practices have also been highlighted, including family structure and sociodemographics and maternal weight status. The present study highlighted a similar set of maternal and infant characteristics that were predictive of mothers’ frequency of encouragement of bottle-emptying, but significant associations between feeding mode and encouragement of bottle-emptying remained even after controlling for these factors.

A particularly novel aspect of the present study is the finding that mothers reported significantly greater encouragement of bottle-emptying when expressed breast milk was in the bottle compared with when formula was in the bottle. This finding may stem from the popular perception of expressed breast milk as ‘liquid gold’ given the perceived time and effort necessary to produce and express breast milk. It is also possible that factors that lead mothers to express and bottle-feed breast milk – such as difficulties with breast-feeding, anxiety over infant intake or needing to return to work – may also influence mothers’ feeding attitudes and practices. Few studies have explored the outcomes of infants fed significant amounts of expressed breast milk from a bottle, despite the fact that almost 70% receive expressed breast milk from a bottle on a regular basis. In a short-term pilot study comparing infants fed breast milk via a breast v. a bottle, Bartok did not find an association between feeding mode and infant weight gain between birth and 4 months. However, in a longer-term study with a significantly larger sample, Li et al. noted that, among infants who only received breast milk, those who were fed predominantly from a bottle gained significantly more weight during the first year postpartum compared with those who were fed
predominantly from the breast. In light of these findings, further research is needed to better understand how feeding interactions and outcomes may differ when infants are fed breast milk via a breast vs. a bottle and to understand how to best promote healthy feeding attitudes and practices for mothers who are bottle-feeding expressed breast milk.

The limitations of the present study provide some additional potential avenues for future research. First, we did not have a prenatal or neonatal (i.e. prior to 2 months) assessment of mothers’ encouragement of bottle-emptying or tendencies towards controlling feeding practices. Thus, it is possible that mothers’ use of bottles during the first 2 months promoted increases in controlling feeding practices and we failed to capture this change given the nature of the assessments available in the IFPS II data set. Further longitudinal research that includes prenatal and neonatal measures of mothers’ feeding attitudes, beliefs and practices is warranted. Second, all data were self-reported by mothers and our measure of controlling feeding practices – encouragement to finish the bottle – was assessed by a single question. Further research that includes repeated measures of a broader array of controlling feeding practices (e.g. restriction and pressure to eat) using validated measures will provide additional insights into how mothers’ feeding practices develop across infancy. Third, our consideration of infant characteristics was limited to weight status and sex primarily because measures of other infant characteristics – in particular, eating behaviours and temperament – were not available in the IFPS II data set. Previous research illustrates that consideration of what the infant ‘brings to the table’ is important for fully understanding the dynamics of early feeding interactions and the development of mothers’ feeding attitudes and practices. Fourth, our sample was only 29% primiparous, which is on the lower range of what has been seen in other infant feeding studies (e.g. as reviewed elsewhere). It is possible that the primiparous mothers who participated in the present study were different from those who did not and those differences may have influenced our findings. The relevance of understanding influences on and implications of early feeding decisions is underlined by a growing body of research illustrating that weight gain patterns during infancy are a strong predictor of later risk for obesity and metabolic disease. In particular, infants who are overfed and, consequently, gain weight too rapidly have significantly heightened risk for obesity and poor metabolic health during childhood and adulthood. Much research has focused on the influence of mothers’ choice to breast- vs. formula/bottle-feed on infant outcomes, with a consensus among these studies being that formula/bottle-feeding places infants at higher risk for overfeeding and rapid weight gain. However, given the lack of longitudinal data specifically focused on how mothers’ feeding attitudes and practices develop during infancy, the mechanisms underlying this association are still unclear. The findings of the present study illustrate how patterns of infant feeding track across the first 6 months and highlight associations between feeding mode and one facet of controlling feeding practices during early infancy. These findings provide a foundation for further longitudinal studies aimed at better understanding how early feeding and infant rearing experiences shape mothers’ feeding practices and infant development.
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